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How church seniors should
run their race
by Lee Chung Horn

The church must resist the seductiveness of optimism, and the barrenness of pessimism, and teach hope to her
people.

S

ingapore, one of Asia’s
fastest ageing countries,
will need to pay more
attention to the predicament
of her older citizens.
This is a statement many of us
have heard. Reports suggest
the percentage of older
adults in our population aged
65 years and above, which
currently stands at around 14
percent, is slated to grow to 25
percent by 2030.

New battles on the horizon
These older citizens will not
be worrying about raising
families and building careers.
Their new battles will be
declining vitality and illness.
Also, with old age comes
the challenges of isolation,
loneliness and marginalisation.
Population scientists talk
about the increasing
pervasiveness of small families,
and the growing trend of
more people choosing to stay
single. Why are they worried
about this? Well, these two
trends flip the population
pyramid on its head. They
force us to ask: When will the
tipping point come, when
there will be more older
people to look after, than
there are younger people to
care for them?

Asian vitality
Will we see the same trends
inside our churches?

As Asian churches mature and look back at their history, they need to ponder how their vitality will change in the future. Photo by Erick
Kencana.
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when there will be
more older people
to look after, than
there are younger
people to care for
them?

Our churches are packed
on Sundays. On weekends
and mid-week nights,
many of our buildings are
meeting places for groups
who gather for Bible study
and other faith-based
activities. We don’t struggle
to pay pastoral salaries. Our
budgets are strong enough
to fund community projects,
muscular enough to support
missionaries.

tipping point come,

Unlike the church in Europe,
and, more recently, North
America, where a recent Pew
Research report* suggests
signs of emerging decline,
the Asian church is, by

But will this vitality change in
the future?

The graying of Asia
If Asian churches fail to keep
young people in their pews,
their congregations will
struggle to grow. Of course,
growth does not depend
only on young people. Older
people in their 40s and 50s
join churches, many for the
first time as new converts.
Certainly, young people
who leave church sometimes
return. This notwithstanding,
*Pew Research Center, Oct 17, 2019, “In U.S.,
Decline of Christianity Continues At Rapid
Pace: An update on America’s changing
religious landscape”
continues on page 2
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in Luke’s narrative. Anna was
‘advanced in years’. She was
a widow. She was thought to
have died at age 84.
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After wandering in the
wilderness for forty years with
the people of Israel, Caleb, one
of the twelve men Moses sent
to scout out Canaan, said he
was 85 years old (Joshua 14:1012). Caleb also said he was still
“as strong today as I was in
the day that Moses sent me.”
He won God’s approval for his
spirit and faithfulness.

many congregations will see a
graying of their communities,
as people retire from their
jobs, and lose their incomes.
On a spiritual level, of course,
there may not be obsolescence
and decline. But Asian
congregations will not escape
the changes that have cast
a shadow over Europe and
North America. If our churches
survive long enough, if present
observations continue, we will
see decline.

Who has a seat at the
table?
Caring for older people is
an area that attracts many
stakeholders - sociologists,
economists, population
scientists and health care
professionals. Because
churches care for people who
will grow old, church leaders
must come to the table.
We need to pray. More than
that, we need to be on our
feet, thinking hard and ready
to make decisions.
Pastoral ministry will change.
Possibly, it will have to pivot
from its current focus on
youth. To greater and greater
measure, perhaps there will
be a turn to programming
for older adults and the
elderly. Accompanying this
shift, church leaders and
congregations will need to
spend more time theologising
about growing old, illness,
opportunities and faithfulness.

But who are the elderly?
Most developed-world
countries have accepted the
age of 65 years as a definition
of an ‘elderly’ or ‘older’
person, but like many Western
concepts, this definition does
not always adapt well to all
nations.
And though many of us know
65 is traditionally the age at
which one can begin to receive
pension benefits, I suspect
many more of us would be
astonished to learn that in

Congregations that are diverse, with persons of many age bands can become a strong rope
woven from threads of many colours. Photo by Erick Kencana.

1875, Britain enacted the
Friendly Societies Act, where
old age was defined as “any
age after 50”.
Also, sixty-five may be a
useful threshold, but doctors
do not agree on the age
at which a person becomes
biologically old. There is just
no equivalence between
chronologic age and biologic
age.
Dr Mark Gorman of HelpAge
International writes: “The
ageing process is a biological
reality which has its own
dynamic, largely beyond
human control. It is also
subject to the constructions
by which each society makes
sense of old age.”
One social construct that bends
the meaning of old age is a
country’s economic situation.
For example, the citizens of
a poor African nation often
need to continue working into
their seventies. In that country,
a 65 year old man would not
be considered old. Ironically,
the same African country may
have a high birth rate, and
hence a population swelled by
children, teenagers and young
adults. Such a country may not
hesitate to think of persons
older than 55 as ‘old’.
Things may be understood
differently on the other side
of the wealth divide. In a rich,
first-world nation like Sweden,
where a large section of the
population is ‘older’, you may
perhaps not think of yourself
as elderly until you are well
beyond 75.
Many people have come to
me to say: “It’s all in the mind.

Just be young at heart!”
That cheery statement ignores
many issues. It’s really not that
simple.

What else?
As a community grows older,
there will be more demands
for primary care and long-term
care. There will be a need to
ask economic questions and
political questions.
But if these demands are
turned into investments,
we can enable the many
contributions of older
people – whether it be within
their family, to their local
community, or to society more
broadly.
Hence, it is important we
remember that ageing
presents both challenges and
opportunities. Clearly, there
are two sides.

What does the Bible say
about the elderly?
The first striking thing is that
older people appear, and
feature rather prominently, in
both the Old Testament and
New Testament. The Bible
certainly has young actors
like Ruth and Mary but its
portrayal of human life is not
skewed to the young and
strong, or the handsome and
beautiful. The Bible doesn’t
read like a Hollywood script.
We are told that Timothy
was raised by two older
women: his mom Eunice and
his grandmother Lois. Then,
there is the prophetess Anna

Before ascending the throne
as Israel’s king at age 30,
David was young, ruddy and
handsome. He died after forty
years on the throne.
There are passages in the
Bible that make a connection
between living an upright life
and longevity. For instance,
Proverbs 16:31 asserts that a
long life is the reward of the
righteous, contending that
‘grey hair is a crown of glory;
it is gained in a righteous life’.
Psalm 92:12-14 proclaim that
the righteous will continue to
flourish and bear fruit in their
old age, “they are ever full of
sap and green”.
But these two passages should
never lead us to think that
living as faithful disciples is
a guarantee to health and
longevity. This mistaken belief
is the root of the prosperity
gospel that has sprung up in
the 21st century.
The prosperity gospel fails
people and its hollowness is
most clearly revealed in the
harsh realities of ageing, illness
and death.
Instead, the degeneration of
human bodies and minds is
depicted in both the Old and
New Testament. So is frailty,
and also senescence and death.
People die. Righteous people,
saints.
Thus the Bible describes
beautifully the anxieties even
faithful believers experience
as they grow old. In Psalm 71
the psalmist whispers: ‘In you,
O Lord, I take refuge … Do not
cast me off in the time of old

Ageing presents
both challenges
and opportunities.
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age; do not forsake me when
my strength is spent’.

Wakes and funerals
A church friend of many years
said to me: “We have many
church wakes and funerals
now. We didn’t have wakes
and funerals when we first
started.”
He didn’t say more because
there was no need to.
We both knew the wakes
and funerals that we now
keep showing up at are the
inevitable shadow that falls
over a maturing community
that has kept on its faithful
path. You don’t get many
funerals in newly-planted
churches that are filled with
young people and young
families. In the long arc of
time, in the spaces where
Christian disciples still see each
other as members of a family
they will not leave, you will
see funerals and deaths.

A gap between
generations
Generation gaps have existed
for as long as human cultures
have survived. They exist
because worldviews and values
shift over time. Generation
gaps exist in churches because
churches are not hermetically
protected from their
environments and cultures.
If we don’t acknowledge this
reality, we will fail to respond
to it.
In Clint Eastwood’s 2008 movie
Gran Torino†, I remember a
poignant scene that touches all
these points. After lowering a
dead woman into the ground,
a party of mourners and the
town priest return to eat a
meal at the widower’s house.
Eastwood plays Walt Kowalski,
the dead woman’s husband.
He’s in his sixties, a Korean vet
and retired auto worker. Very
quickly we see his alienation
from the others. He is unable
to confront his emotions. The
materialism of his children

upset him, and he thinks his
teenaged grandchildren are
vacuous. His family know that
he’s a tough man who had
seen action, and tiptoe around
him.
On the other hand, the priest,
a young, inexperienced man,
tries to reach out to Eastwood.
His attempt to comfort
Kowalski would have been
magnificent, if it weren’t so
heartbreakingly naive.
“Leave me alone,” Kowalski
snarls at the young man.
“What do you know about life
and death?”

If we don’t acknowledge that generation gaps are a reality in our churches, we will fail to
respond to the difficulties that spring from them. Picture by Erick Kencana.

The movie’s narrative circles
a small, working class
community in the American
mid-west, newly transformed
by ethnic change. A group
of black teen thugs hangs
tough. A Hmong immigrant
family who moves next door
to Kowalski annoys him. He
couldn’t stand their pungent
food, strange language and
loud parties.
In Kowalski’s vanishing, oldman world, who saves who
in the end? What words are
lost in transition? What words
land, and bear fruit?

The family of the church
Congregations pondering new
approaches for elder ministry
will need to ask what may
seem like strange questions.
These include: who takes
the lead now? Who becomes
follower? Do roles reverse?
What has value, and what is
mere programming?
Unlike the transient years of
youth, old age is not a holding
pattern, a space you wait to
leave. Because you may never
leave the season of old age,
one writer has called it ‘exile’.
This reminds me of the words
the prophet Jeremiah gave to
the exiles in Babylon, words
that may startle us, as they
probably did his first hearers.
Jeremiah tells the people to
stop thinking of a quick escape
from their circumstance of
exile, but to adjust to their
diminished status (Jeremiah
29:1-14). Jeremiah urged the
exiles to accept their lives as an
oppressed people, to see it as
a new vocation, and still seek
to be blessed in the midst of
contraction and difficulty.

In the movie Gran
Torino, Clint Eastwood’s
character builds a bridge
to reach, teach and love
a young man. Picture by
Warner Bros. Pictures.

We must make
room for them
because God’s house
is big enough for
all of us.
We need to acknowledge
that the men and women in
our churches will grow old.
Some of them will be our most
committed Christian disciples.
They will grow old. Other men
and women will struggle with
life and faith, take wrong
turns, and then return with
wounds, their feet planted on
new, gospel-lit paths. But all
these people will grow old.
We must make room for them
because God’s house is big
enough for all of us.

The trap of ageism
Many of us have heard of
ageism. Ageism is a trap, it
is the perspective which sees
ageing in a negative light.
Ageism is the mantle that
billows over the dominant
contemporary culture, but it
is not the cloak of Scripture.
Ageism says old people are
slow, superstitious, out-oftouch, inflexible, and non-

contributory. Ageism casts
old people as an unavoidable
burden.
We might chuckle at a sharp
comment that recently made
the rounds on several online
commentaries. The comment is
this: the default programming
in many churches today for
seniors is potluck lunches,
ukulele classes and, of course,
bus trips.
Is this type of programming
dull or patronizing? Or is this
as good as it gets? Should we
aim higher? Do churches worry
that these doddering programs
will put up walls between
young people and old people?
Leaders worry, of course,
about programs that would
be dead-in-the-water. Many
churches, of course, give their
greater attention to their
Sunday schools and youth
groups. They sow their seeds
on these latter fields because
they represent the future.
Truthfully, how enthusiastic
are we with a group of people
who aren’t our future?
†Gran Torino, 2008 Warner Bros. Pictures
Group
continues on page 5
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On Sunday mornings,
a table of old friends

by Lee Chung Horn

O

n Sunday mornings,
several hundred people
will walk through the church’s
events hall. Many will collect
snacks and linger to meet their
friends.
Located on the first floor,
the events hall has no airconditioning. But sprinkled
with chairs and tables,
it is never stuffy. Its bare
appearance points starkly to
its function - a place to gather
and unwind, sometimes for an
event but often not.
At the far end, four men, all
in their sixties and seventies,
are seated at a table. They are
friends, they have just been
dismissed from the 8.30am
worship service, and they have
coffee.
Roger Yeo, 63, has been
coming to True Way for
24 years. He comes every
Sunday, often alone except
when he is accompanied by
his wife. Five days a week,
he sells advertising space for
a directory. It’s a job he has
worked many years.
He says: “I remember the old
days when the church was
small. That was when everyone
knew right away that you
were new because they never
saw you before. Pastor Graham
Ng was just moving in. He
got me to start in my spiritual
growth.”
Across the table, his friend
Jason Teh, 71, chimes in: “I’ve
become very involved in church
activities now. I’m retired, so
I have some free time. I hope
to serve as long as I can. I got
to know many church brothers
and sisters. A few have become
close buddies.”
While Roger is reserved, Jason
is outgoing. Jason began
attending the church in
2015 after joining an Alpha
Course. He later became
a communicant member.
An enthusiastic member of
the ukulele group, he also

volunteers at the Esther Seniors
Activity Centre.
They look around the hall,
keeping their eyes out for
their friends. More people
are coming in – families with
young children, women seniors
with domestic helpers in
tow, folks from the Chinese
congregation. A babble fills
the air.
Do they have younger friends
in church?
Jason sips from his cup: “No, I
don’t really know many people
in their 20s and 30s.”

Jason Teh (left) and Roger Yeo (second from right) gather on Sunday mornings with a group
of older men friends. Photo by Erick Kencana.

Roger has the same experience.
He admits that it is not easy to
reach across generations, and
people often stay inside their
age bands.

“She would call when she
needs someone to ferry her.
Whoever’s available will do it,
we have no roster.”

“But I think it’s more about
me, not the church. I tend to
spend my time only with my
discipleship group mates.”
Roger is in a small group led
by Wikendro. Wikendro is in
his 40s.
“Is there a generational gap?
Well, yes, there is, but it is
good to see younger people
take the lead. I’m grateful for
my DG, they’ve helped me stay
in church for many years.”

A ride to church, a ride
home
A widow since 2012, Mrs Phyllis
Lee lives in an apartment
in Queenstown with her
Myanmar domestic helper. She
is 92. After the 8.30am church
service ends, she is waiting
quietly near the ground floor
lift for her ride home.
A black car draws up. This
Sunday, her chauffeur is Elder
Alex Chan.
“We – Paul Soon, Ronnie Koh,
Chan Suet Fong, Wendy Ang
and several others – have
been taking turns to drive
Mrs Lee to and from church,

and around Singapore.

Mrs Lee beams: “I used to
go to Tiong Bahru Plaza for
brunch with church friends, but
these days, I need to go home
to rest after service. I’m so
thankful I can keep coming to
church on Sundays!”
Her discipleship group leader,
Jennie Koh, says the elderly
woman virtually never misses
Sunday worship. “We are
amazed that she would try her
best to join us for bible study.
Her memory is super. She can
sit through two hours of bible
study with us. These days, she
doesn’t answer questions, but
she would know to ask for
prayer!”

What growing older feels
like
“One of the most meaningful
things for me is arriving in
the sanctuary ahead of time,”
says Jason. “I love to mingle
with my church brothers and
sisters! I love being updated
on happenings. But I want my
quiet time with God, before
the service begins.
“I think older folks have less of
a voice than younger people.
Sometimes this is because we

“I think older folks
have less of a voice
than younger
people.… We are lost
in the fast pace of the
digital age.”
tend to let younger people
plan and run things. And also,
we can’t catch up—we are lost
in the fast pace of the digital
age.”
Jason uses Facebook to stay in
touch with overseas relatives.
But he doesn’t post very much.
Roger does not use social
media.
The men have heard of the
demographic terms ‘boomer’
and ‘millennial’. But they
become animated when the
topic turns to the Merdeka
Generation and the Pioneer
Generation.
Does the church spend more
time and resources on young
people than older folks?
Roger: “Well, I think this is the
right thing to do. Our young
people will lead the church one
day. For example, I think young
people will be able to bring
more young people to church.
Not us. Older people, well,
they have fewer and fewer
contacts each day.
continues on page 5
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attracted to group activities
than bible study?

continued from page 4

On Sunday
mornings, a
table of old
friends

“Well, I don’t always
understand all the bible verses.
But I’ve learned things through
bible study. I try to go through
the questions beforehand so
that I’d be ready if they ask me
to share my answer.

“But I’ve found that the sight
of our youths and young
adults serving in church
encourages me. They will keep
the church going.”

“We seniors still need God to
speak to us. God has changed
me to become a better person
through the years of bible
study.”

Do older saints study the bible
differently from younger
students? Are they more

continued from page 3
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run their race
This is the point Duke Divinity
School academics L. Gregory
Jones and Susan Pendleton
Jones** have offered, a
stinging criticism about
ageism in the 21st century
U.S. Protestant church. Their
observation is that “too
often Protestant Christians
have allowed our worship
to be shaped by the very
presumptions of rationality and
productivity that are regnant in
the wider culture.”

The responsibilities of the
old
Do older people retain their
responsibilities in the church?
Do they divest themselves? Do
we take their responsibilities
away from them, and why?
When this happens, do we stop
taking older disciples seriously?
Do they then lose their status?
But what truly are the
responsibilities of the old in the
church?
American theologian Stanley
Haerwas writes that “the
goal of a long life is not to
demonstrate productive or
successful ageing, nor even to
experience well-being. Rather,
life’s meaning derives not from
the length of years, but from
the individual’s commitment to
live and to die ‘in Christ’.”
Older Christians do not discard
their call to discipleship in
their church community. They

Mrs Phyllis Lee is a familiar figure in church.
Photo by Erick Kencana.

Growing older brings a new
set of fears. “My fears,” says
Jason, “are of outliving my
savings. And sudden heart
attack. I live alone.”
Roger is quiet for a minute. He
gazes into the distance, before
leaning back in his chair: “Last
Sunday, a man I came to know
in the last few months came to
me. We’re about the same age.
He said he felt lonely.
“Well, this happens. It’s
common. Another Merdeka
generation fellow living in a
new time”. n

are not off the hook, if you
like, and their continuing
discipleship must still involve
radical change in their way
of life. To put it another
way, they, too, must be held
accountable for their acts
and listen to the voices that
encourage them to greater
faithfulness.
Hauerwas also believes
that older people have a
responsibility to tell and retell
the Christian story “if the
church is to survive as church”.
In his view, sitting impassively
in the pew on Sunday morning
is not sufficient for living this
faith into late life.
The final responsibility
Hauerwas lays upon older
adults is the most difficult: The
church must ask older persons
“to teach us how to die”.
This is something for us to
reflect on. How deep is our
understanding of how the
Christian race is run, how
death is negotiated? How do
we teach and celebrate hope
in our church, resisting the
seductiveness of optimism
as well as the barrenness of
pessimism?

Still much to learn
Growing old is like entering
a room and finally examining
realities that we have heard
about. “Oh,” we might say,
“What I’ve been told and

The church must
ask older persons
“to teach us how
to die”.

Older Christians must not discard their call to discipleship. Instead, churches must continue to
hold their seniors accountable, spurring them to faithfulness. Photo by Erick Kencana.

what I’ve read about growing
old, is true.” But the room
is filled with unknowns
and ambiguities, for there
is also much that we don’t
know, much that others are
just starting to study and
understand.
More than any other
demographic group, the
realisation that time is a finite
resource is particularly strong
when we work with our
seniors.

How much time do I have
with you?
In the beautiful story of the
woman pouring her expensive
perfume on Jesus’ head in
Matthew 26: 6-11, Jesus said:
“You will not always have me.”
He was talking about the clock
of time.
When we grow old, some of
us may become cranky and
controlling. If we do, we will
become more of a hindrance

than a help to the work of the
church. We need to remember
that the greatest achievements
of our lives need not be limited
to our younger years.
In the last third of Gran
Torino, Kowalski’s unlikely
friendship with his young
Hmong neighbour Thao turns
from distrust to affection. In
Thao and the boy’s family,
Kowalski finds the love he
never had with his children.
The clock begins its tick-tock
when Kowalski discovers
blood in his sputum. He starts
to pass to Thao a legacy, not
just of mechanical tools, but
life values. Kowalski grows as
a human person, and so does
young Thao.
In the final sacrifice, Kowalski
dies to save the young man,
setting him free to find a
future. n
** L. Gregory Jones and Susan Pendleton
Jones in Growing Old in Christ, edited by
Stanley Hauerwas, Carole Bailey Stoneking,
Keith G. Meador, and David Cloutier.
William B. Eerdmans Publishing Company,
Grand Rapids, MI, 2003
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Spiritual disciplines help us
know God better
by Soh Lay Bin

S

Journaling, apart
from being a

piritual disciplines are
practices found in Scripture
that help us know God more
intimately, notice what God
is doing in our lives, and
respond to His Word to us.

spiritual discipline,

has become a
chronicle of some
of the other spiritual
disciplines I have
opportunity to
practise.

They are activities to take up,
and habits to cultivate. They
are not attitudes or emotional
states, they are things we do.
Some examples of spiritual
disciplines include prayer,
scripture meditation, fasting,
worship, contemplation,
silence and service.
To practise any particular
spiritual discipline requires
some work. In the beginning,
we may find it difficult,
unprofitable or dry. But if we
don’t give up, these spiritual
habits deepen our experiences
of communion, devotion and
humility.
The goal of the spiritual
disciplines is godliness. They
help us hear God’s voice.
Hearing God’s voice, we need
to discipline ourselves to allow
God’s call to guide our actions.
The Holy Spirit empowers us
to do this. When Christians
practise spiritual disciplines,
they partner with the triune
God, they are transformed
inwardly, and they grow in
Christlikeness.
I have been aware of spiritual
disciplines for several decades.
But I only began to explore,
and practise them more
intentionally in the last few
years.
As a starting point, spiritual
disciplines are practices found
in the Bible. This is important
to keep in mind otherwise
we may wrongly pronounce
anything we like or enjoy
as a spiritual discipline. For
example, it is not correct
to say “yoga is a spiritual
discipline!”
It may surprise some of us
that journaling is regarded
as a spiritual discipline by
many Christians through the

in July 2012. She suffered
many relapses and had to go
through several rounds of
chemotherapy treatment and
surgeries over the past seven
years.
The goal of spiritual disciplines is godliness. Photo by Pexels.com

ages. Protestant theologian
Jonathan Edwards kept
many journals. I have been
journaling ever since I was
in school. Keeping a diary of
my thoughts has helped me
to better examine my days.
Certainly, the act of writing
down my reflections is a
discipline. I need to sit down,
quiet my distracted mind,
gather and sift my thoughts,
and then find the words to
express them.
Journaling gives me an
opportunity not to think of
myself more highly than I
should. Paul in Romans 12:3
says: “For by the grace given
to me I say to everyone among
you not to think of himself
more highly than he ought to
think but to think with sober
judgment, each according to
the measure of faith that God
has assigned.”
Christians are asked to
examine themselves and
test themselves. These were

Journaling gives me
an opportunity not
to think of myself
more highly than I
should.

Paul’s words in 2 Cor 13:5.
Of course, we can examine
ourselves without writing
anything down, so Paul is not
giving us a direct command
to keep a diary. But writing
our thoughts down helps us
do this. Returning to read our
journal entries after some
time, our words may surprise,
encourage, or convict us,
spurring us on to keep close
to Jesus.
I have tried to write in my
journal every day. Sometimes
there isn’t much to write. But
I now see that my journaling,
apart from being a spiritual
discipline, has become a
chronicle of some of the other
spiritual disciplines I have
opportunity to practise. All
this has brought me greater
emotional well-being and a
deeper experience of God’s
grace and love to me.
I have been re-reading my
journal, and would like to
share a recent portion of what
I had written.
Psalm 31:3 “You are my rock
and my fortress.”
9 September 2019

Lay Kuan had another relapse
this year. Her cancer markers
rose exponentially in August
2019. The doctor told her that
she had to start chemotherapy
treatment again.
I was disappointed and sad at
the news. She had been off
chemo since January.
“Lord, be merciful to me, a
sinner.”
This is the ancient Jesus Prayer
that is widely taught and said
in the Orthodox Church. It is
a simple prayer. It may be said
repetitively, in a posture of
submission. I prayed the Jesus
Prayer for her many times on
the days of her treatment. I
asked God for mercy as she
had suffered so much for the
past seven years.
I know she would only make
it through chemo with
God’s help. Saying the Jesus
Prayer for Lay Kuan helped
me. It made me focus on
God’s sovereignty in our
lives because it is a bare
acknowledgement that we
are all sinners in need of God’s
tender compassion in our most
needy moments.
I was reminded that God

My eldest sister, Lay Kuan, was
diagnosed with uterine cancer

continues on page 7
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Spiritual
disciplines help
us know God
better
is always merciful, an everpresent help in times of
trouble. I found that my
anxious spirit was calmed by
the words of the prayer. The
prayer helped me surrender
my sister to God’s gracious will
for her.
Psalm 46:10 “Be still, and know
that I am God.”
26 September 2019
It started with a red bump
on my back last Saturday.
But there was no trace of
discomfort or itch. So I ignored
the bump for a couple of days.
Then I saw more red bumps.
Was the rash caused by
something I ate? Or was it the
new clothing I wore over the
weekend? I thought the rash
must be an allergic rash but I
couldn’t think of anything that
might have caused it.
Today, I decided to seek
medical treatment because the
rash had spread and become
more diffuse.
I visited a lady doctor. She took
one look at the rashes and
immediately pronounced, “It’s
shingles.” I was stunned and
asked her, “Are you sure? But I
feel so well!”
She looked sternly at me and
said, “I am sure.”
I came home with a box of
Valaciclovir pills and two small
tubes of cream.
I was filled with much
thanksgiving to God that I
hadn’t felt any pain. I had
heard shingles were painful. I
felt calm. I am God’s beloved.
God saw me in my affliction
and chose to reveal His love
to me in such a tangible way
– a painless experience, a fast
diagnosis and the instruments
for my healing.
I sat down and prayed for
all the people whom I had
interacted with. I prayed that
they would not catch the virus
from me, especially my elderly
mother and cancer-stricken

sister with whom I spend much
time. When they heard the
news, my mother and sister
were not too frightened.
When I recovered, I was
grateful and comforted that
God not only healed me but
protected the people who
came into contact with me
during the period of my
ailment.
I had been reading and
meditating on Exodus 15:26.
Meditating on Scripture is a
spiritual discipline. The words
“I am the Lord, who heals
you” reassured me, and filled
me with gratitude.
The shingles episode taught
me that I had taken for
granted many ordinary things
in my life. I had wanted to
go for my daily walks, meet
friends and attend a prayer
meeting. Coming down with
shingles “forced” me to rest,
go to bed earlier, and wait
for my body to heal. I realised
there are times that we cannot
do the things we want, even
though they are good things.
All this reminded me that
all of life is a gift from God,
a means to worship Him,
whether it is taking a walk
or having a nap. God was at
work in me and through me
as I rested and waited. We are
impatient creatures, and need
to learn that waiting is active
and purposeful. Even when I
sleep, God is working invisibly
and silently. I saw my rashes
healing day by day.
Psalm 23:2-3 “He makes me
lie down in green pastures, He
leads me beside quiet waters,
He restores my soul.”
13 October 2019
It was my turn to lead the
worship service today. I had
chosen Jeremiah 9:24 for the
call to worship: ‘“Let him who
boasts boast about this, that
he understands and knows
Me, that I am the Lord, who
exercises kindness, justice and
righteousness on earth, for in
these I delight,” declares the
Lord.’
I woke up in the morning with
a scratchy throat. I felt with
some alarm that I was coming
down with a bad infection.
My nose had started to run a
few days earlier. I thought I
was starting to feel lethargic.

I prayed to God to strengthen
me.
Arriving in church, I didn’t
think there was anything to
feel boastful about. I know I
could only depend on God and
His steadfast love to carry me
through and help me lead the
service.
I have always believed that
God’s rhythms of rest for our
lives bring life not only to our
spirits but also to our minds,
bodies and emotions. I don’t
live a fast-paced life at all, my
days are always filled with rest.
So why am I ill?
I also knew that keeping
the Sabbath as a day of rest
is a command blessed with
divine wisdom, for all human
persons, and especially busy
Singaporeans. But I have to be
on stage and speaking!
By the time the worship service
ended, I was amazed to find
that my scratchy throat was
not scratchy anymore. Quietly
and without my knowing,
God had nourished my soul,
energized my spirit, and
healed me. Such unmerited
favour! How blessed we are to
belong to God!

All this reminded
me that all of life is
a gift from God, a
means to worship
Him.
I was also reminded of Jesus’
healing ministry on the
Sabbath (Luke 13:10-17), which
was both physical and spiritual
– He healed the “whole man”.
Praise God that He has worked
in and through me on this
glorious Sabbath day!
Jeremiah 1:5 “Before I formed
you in the womb I knew you”
22 October 2019
In the afternoon, I went to
the National Library Reading
Room for a time of silence and
solitude. It was a cool day as it
had rained in the morning. As
I sat facing the glass window
panes, I saw many trees with
green luxuriant leaves.
I thought about how quickly
the year was coming to an
end. Though we have no
winter in Singapore, I thought
about how the trees would

look if they lost their leaves,
surrendering and dying so that
new growth will come again
next year.
Mark 2:15-17 And as he
reclined at table in his house,
many tax collectors and sinners
were reclining with Jesus and
his disciples, for there were
many who followed him. And
the scribes of the Pharisees,
when they saw that he was
eating with sinners and tax
collectors, said to his disciples,
“Why does he eat with tax
collectors and sinners?” And
when Jesus heard it, he said
to them, “Those who are well
have no need of a physician,
but those who are sick. I came
not to call the righteous, but
sinners.”
Jesus came for the sick and
sinners. For me. Do I know
how great a sinner I am? Do
I know that I am sick? I did
not even fathom that I had
come down with shingles! As I
examined my heart, thoughts
and attitudes, I felt a deep
need. I am a sinner and I need
Jesus every moment of my
life.
Jeremiah 1:4-8 Now the
word of the LORD came to
me, saying, “Before I formed
you in the womb I knew you,
and before you were born I
consecrated you; I appointed
you a prophet to the nations.”
Then I said, “Ah, Lord GOD!
Behold, I do not know how to
speak, for I am only a youth.”
But the LORD said to me,
“Do not say, ‘I am only a
youth’; for to all to whom I
send you, you shall go, and
whatever I command you, you
shall speak. Do not be afraid
of them, for I am with you
to deliver you, declares the
LORD.”
God knew me even before I
was formed. He had a plan for
me even before I was born. I
have no need to fear anything
because He is always with me
to sustain and rescue me.
No matter how uncertain my
circumstances or the future
may seem, I can rest in God’s
sovereignty and perfect will
for me. He knows the end
from the beginning and His
plans for me are perfect.
There is no need for me,
vulnerable as I am, to fear
winter. n
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5 things the Bible
says about regret and
repentance
by Png Eng Keat

R

epentance is not a concept
unique to Christianity. It
is common to every culture
and religion simply because
God created humans to be
moral creatures. In general,
repentance involves a personal
conviction that one has been
morally wrong and needs to
change for the better.

Repentance centres on
the person of Jesus.
In the Old Testament,
repentance is an act required
of a sinner before he can be
forgiven by God. The sinful
Israelite repents by turning
away from sinful behaviour and
obeying the commandments
of God in the Torah. In the
New Testament, Jesus does not
require a repentance centred
on the demands of the Torah
but one which is centred on
himself. Christian repentance
involves the acknowledgement
of Jesus as the Christ, the
acceptance of his message
concerning the Kingdom of
God, and the forsaking of sin.
This repentance is required
of everyone because Jesus is
the universal king to whom
“every knee should bend, in
heaven and on earth and under
the earth” (Phil 2:10). He will
condemn those who fail to
repent.

Repentance is radical.
The repentance which Christ
desires of us is radical. A
Christian turns away from
boasting or trusting in himself
or other created entities and
puts absolute faith and trust in
Jesus alone. This is something
which the rich young man
failed to do when instructed
to give up his wealth to follow
Jesus (Matt 19:16-22). When
one repents and turns to Jesus,
allegiances (Matt 6:24; Luke

In Caspar Isenmann’s painting The Betrayal of Christ, Judas arrives at Gethsemane with a band of soldiers, and betrays his master with a kiss.

16: 13), mindsets (Rom 12:
2), morals (2 Cor 12: 21), and
behaviours (Acts 26: 20) are all
transformed. Such repentance
can only be an outcome of
grace alone.

Repentance is
often distinguished
from regret by the New
Testament authors.
In the New Testament, to
regret (metamelomai) is
to experience a change in
feelings toward something,
usually towards one’s action.
Judas regretted his betrayal of
Jesus and in his deep remorse
over the enormity of his sin,
killed himself (Matt 27:3-5).
Repentance (metanoeo) goes
further than regret to an
interior conversion that leads
to a transformed life. Certainly,
a person who repents would
feel regret, but a person who
regrets may not necessarily
repent.

Repentance is an
ongoing act for the
Christian.

The Old Testament
speaks of God
regretting.

Christians are simul iustus
et peccator - righteous and
sinner at the same time.
Even though we may have
turned to Christ in authentic
repentance, we remain
encumbered by our sinful
flesh. The trajectory of
sanctification that begins
with repentance should lead
Christians to continually feel
contrition for sins committed
in the flesh (1 John 1:8-10).
In repenting, Christians do
not look within themselves
to overcome sin, but cling
evermore tightly to Jesus for
his grace.

There are two passages in
the Old Testament narratives
in which God is said to have
regretted (Gen 6: 6; 1 Sam
15: 11). This does not mean
God changes his mind about
his decisions, since it is also
mentioned elsewhere that
he is not like humans in that
way (Num 23:19; 1 Sam 15:
29). Rather, the two passages
show us the heart of God as
he interacts with humanity in
history and reveals himself to
them. He does not stand aloof
from humanity but is deeply
involved to the point of sorrow
when they transgress against
him. Hence, the passages
cannot be taken as support for
Open Theism, the belief that
God does not possess certain
knowledge of the future, and
regrets his actions and words.
n

A person who
repents would feel
regret, but a person
who regrets may not
necessarily repent.
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In Short
Christmas baptisms
We welcomed 20 persons into
communicant membership
on Christmas Day. Fourteen
adults were baptized, and six
other adults transferred their
membership to True Way.
Four infants were baptised.
There were two confirmations.
Wee Yin Hong was a member
of the Bible Church (West
Coast Road). She transferred
her membership.
“I became a Christian in 1978.
I came to True Way some time
in 2009.
“I decided to transfer because
I have received so richly from
the community here. I’m
simply very grateful. This is my
response to the church, and all
it’s given me.”
Yin Hong continues: “Over
time, my bonds grew, and

continued from page 10

A Cuppa
to everyone so we’d meet in
homes instead.

That sounds like great fun!
Your children, however,
have been raised in
Singapore. Have they also
had the chance to partake
in the communal experience
you just described?
My children are pretty much
like many here. I guess the
communal experience they
get is more at the home-front.
They are used to having
guests in the house every
now and then. They even
invite taxi drivers to come to
our house! We have a small
Naga community in Singapore
and the students often visit
our homes. We also have
fellowships in each other’s
homes so yes, they get to
experience community in that
sense.
Some church members have
been to our home for a meal
and even our neighbours.

I found myself more and
more involved, not just with
programs and activities, but in
the lives of my brothers and
sisters in Christ. We celebrate
our angst and unhappiness,
and of course, our triumphs
and victories. We pray for one
another.
“Elder Say Tiong may have
already put me in his welcome
team roster for next year!”
Lisa Chearles, one of two
young adult confirmation
candidates, says: “I was
baptised as an infant in True
Way, but I was too young
then to have any input in my
parents’ decision.
“My confirmation comes out
of my own volition, to declare
my faith publicly, as well as to
myself.”
Lisa grew up in True Way but is
now an undergraduate student
in Leeds, UK. “Now that my

In fact my kids think that
something is not right when
people stop coming to our
home for a meal!

faith is my own responsibility,
and I have to navigate finding
a new church, and new people
to fellowship with, I’m being
challenged to discern what
teachings are truly biblical, and
what’s good or bad company.
“I’m thankful my spiritual life
has been blossoming in Leeds!”
Faith came in primary school
for Amelia Tan. “I said the
sinner’s prayer with my
Sunday school teacher,” she
says. “I came to church with
my parents. So I’ve been to
nursery, Sunday school and YZ.
Right now, I’m in YAM.”

“The membership classes
helped me prepare for my
baptism. There are vows to
make. I know the vows set
me on the right path. I know
the church both holds me to

challenged you, and what
has given you comfort in
the process?

When it comes to language, I
can code-switch. When I speak
to Singaporeans, I can speak
in Singlish. Once I fly back to
India or meet other people, I
don’t use Singlish at all. I guess
it is because my formative
years were in India and not
here. Now you know my age!

Recently, the church has
entrusted you with the
responsibility of preaching
the word. How has this

I have also learnt that when
I have given my life to serve
God, when He calls and I
respond, He will do the work.
The bigger question is if I am

I guess I have grown
accustomed to worship
services being conducted in
English. Songs, prayers, creeds,
confessions are all in English.

New probationary preacher
From July 2019, Mr Png Eng
Keat has joined True Way as
probationary preacher. When
his probationary term ends
after a year, he will be licensed.
He may then work towards
ordination as a Presbyterian
minister. Eng Keat graduated
from Trinity Theological College
this May. n

From 2017, Amelia has been
leading the church’s puppet
ministry.

By nature I am quite shy and
don’t like the limelight. So
to be up there preaching the
Word is something out of
my comfort zone and quite
challenging. It took a while
for me to accept it. Having
said this, God’s Word is true
in that it makes us bold. His
strength is made perfect in my
weaknesses and I have seen
His grace and mercy at work
each time I go up to preach.
People even commented that I
seem to enjoy preaching which
really baffled me because my
knees would be shaking! But
the greatest comfort I get is in
the fact that I learn the most
when I prepare the sermons.
As a result of what God reveals
through His Word as I prepare,
whatever comes out is His
grace at work and I leave the
result in His mighty hands.

You have also been living
in Singapore for around 20
years. Was there anything
in the church’s culture
here that you’ve had to
get accustomed to? Or the
culture in general?

account, and supports me if I
fall.”

Probationary preacher Png Eng Keat. Photo
by Erick Kencana.

willing to go the distance.

Are there any verses of
scripture that help you
to remain assured of this
comfort from God?
Many verses come to mind.
And depending on the
circumstances, God’s Word has
always been my comfort and
strength. There isn’t one that
fits all. Every day, a verse or a
passage will speak to me. Not
necessarily always comforting
me but also jolting me out of
my complacency and bringing
me to my knees.
Over the years, one passage
that has stayed with me which I
wrote about in one perspective
is Psalm 121. In a nutshell, it is
a reminder that many things
which we hold on to will fail us.
Even our gifts, achievements,
and friends too. But when we
look up, we find that God is
our true helper. Everything
comes from Him and there
will be moments when we
are reminded that all we ever
need is Him. It’s one of the best
lessons I have learnt. n
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A Cuppa

with Pastor Loliro Sani

A Cuppa is a column of candid conversations on personal faith, current issues in the True Way church family, and the church at large.

Loliro Sani is a pastor in
the English Congregation
of True Way Presbyterian
Church. She oversees the
congregation’s conduct of
public worship, exercises
pastoral care, and shares
in the pulpit ministry.
Originally from Nagaland,
India, Pastor Loli has been
with the congregation
since 2013. She spoke with
Jakin Heng.

J

akin: Based on your
interaction with our
True Way community,
what are some positive
characteristics our younger
members have, and what
have you learnt from them?

Loliro: Some of the young
people I have interacted with
have gone through the fiery
trials of life. And these are
the ones who exhibit wisdom
beyond their years. I learnt
that such people do not make
hasty decisions and take time
to ponder over important
matters. I think they will make
great leaders one day.

If we could turn the
question around - what
are some positive
characteristics that our
older members have, and
what have they taught
you?
The same is true for some
of the older members too.
Those who have gone through
much hardship have more
forbearance and coupled with
the wisdom which comes with
age, they are a gift to the
church.

True Way then is an
intergenerational
congregation, with each
age group offering unique

gifts to the church. What
was church like for you
when you were growing
up in Nagaland? Did the
various generations of
Christians interact often?
Just about the time when
my peers and I were born,
our church was established.
It was small and everyone
knew everyone then. We
couldn’t wait for Sunday to
come. Sunday school was only
one class and we thoroughly
enjoyed attending ‘big’
service and participating in
various activities together
with the adults in the church.
We’d go for mission trips to
other places. It was always
intergenerational. It was the
norm to sing all the way to the
place, minister to the people,
and return singing in the bus.
That’s how we memorised
many songs. Sunday school
songs were all in English
but the hymns in the church
were in our language, so we
learnt both. It was normal to
sing hymns in four parts and
everyone eventually learnt to
sing a part. I had never heard
of tone-deaf people until I
came to Singapore!

What was the average
Sunday like in Nagaland?
On Sunday, we wear our best
clothes and march to church on
foot. Come rain or shine, we’d
walk for about six kilometres
but the sight of friends and
community would take away
our tiredness. We’d arrive early
and decide where to sit with
our friends. We would feel very
left out and upset if we had to
miss Sunday worship because
it was part and parcel of our
life. If someone didn’t show up,
we’d know too!
During service, we’d sing all
our hearts out as there was no
musical accompaniment then.
We even had one auntie whom

In her ministry, Loliro Sani works with young and old. Photo by Jonathan Tham.

we named “Alto Auntie”
because she’d sing all the
songs in alto. We had only
one service so everyone would
know who’s who. During
sermon, we’d scribble notes.
After service, sometimes we
would have impromptu singing
practice. Tea and snacks would
be provided and we’d look
forward to such activities.

Besides the common
experience of the Sunday
service, what was
communal life like in the
church in Nagaland? Were
there similar elements
such as, for example,
discipleship groups and
age-related ministries?
Nagas are very communal
by nature and Sundays were
exceptionally interesting.
After the worship service
is over, we’d decide to go
to someone’s place to have
afternoon tea or even a light
meal. We’d take turns to
invite each other to our homes
and talk about many things.
Televisions came much later
and there were no handphones

then, so we talked a lot. That’s
where we also honed our skills
for cracking jokes. We also
had yearly picnics where we’d
go into the jungle and cook a
meal together. There would
be games played by all ages
and there’d be prizes for the
winning teams.
Christmas was special because
we’d go carolling to all the
members’ homes and we’d
walk all the way. We’d sing
two to three carols at every
member’s home and then
proceed to another person’s
home. We’d do this for a few
nights covering different
localities till Christmas. Each
night by the time we came
home, it’d be so cold and dark
but we’d come home singing,
chasing each other and
laughing. Sometimes, we’d try
to scare each other with horror
stories too!
During the week, except
for singing practices, we
would always meet in each
others’ homes. In our culture,
homes are easily accessible
continues on page 9
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